
The immune system
Just like the endocrine system (metabolism, growth, reproduction) and the nervous system 
(autonomic SNS & PSNS)... a major goal of the immune system is to maintain organismal 
homeostasis in a dynamic environment.

The 3 systems integrate in this goal, yielding the basis for the field of neuro-endocrine immunology.
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Adaptive = customized, slow, and with memory; mostly found in vertebrates, arose 500 mya
● Terms: 

○ Lymphocytes (aka T cells & B cells)
○ “Cellular” - T cells (Th1 Th17 type), cytotoxicity, inflammation
○ “Humoral” - T cells (Th2 type), B cells → plasma cells → antibodies/immunoglobulins 



The immune system
Two arms: 

Innate = generalized and fast; evolutionarily old - present in plants

Adaptive = customized, slow, and with memory; mostly found in vertebrates, arose 500 mya

Both arms act in defense of SELF:

Innate immune cells recognize pathogen associated molecular patterns (PAMPs)

Adaptive immune cells develop in the bone marrow and thymus with selection against 
self/auto-adhering lymphocytes, tho some auto-immune lymphocytes slip thru…



Main cellular 
characters of the 
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immune systems



Basic pathway of immune cellular communication (minus the many cytokines)
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GCs and immunity: Historically observed relationships
Glucocorticoids have many anti-inflammatory and immuno-suppressive actions
● Inhibit lymphocyte proliferation
● Cause apoptosis of granulocytes and lymphocytes
● Causes antigen presenting cells (monocytes) to remain in immature state 
● Stops transcription of inflammatory cytokines IL1b, IL6, TNFa
● Allows upregulation anti-inflammatory cytokines IL10, TGF beta
● Shifts adaptive response profile from cellular to humoral (Th1 to Th2)



Glucocorticoids assist in immune recovery to baseline after 
exposure to acute stressor

Time since onset of stressor (e.g. skydiving, Breen et al. 2016)

Inflammatory immune activity
Glucocorticoid levels

1 hr 2 hr

Necessary to prevent inflammatory 
overshoot in autoimmunity



What about chronic, long-term stressors?
Immunosuppressive effect of medically administered GCs is clear, so is risk of viral infection after 
prolonged stress (e.g. finals week)

But long-term immune consequences of chronic stress less clear… difficult to control for so many 
confounding lifestyle & environmental factors.



What about chronic, long-term stressors?
Immunosuppressive effect of medically administered GCs is clear, so is risk of viral infection after 
prolonged stress (e.g. finals week)

But long-term immune consequences of chronic stress less clear… difficult to control for so many 
confounding lifestyle & environmental factors.

But experiments are promising…

In macaques where low-rank is highly disadvantageous, immune profile shifts to emphasize 
inflammatory (vs. humoral) response in newly low-ranking individuals (Snyder Mackler 2016).

Why not see immunosuppression in low-ranking individuals…?





Overarching idea is that immune profiles are likely to be plastic to the environment, e.g. pathogenic 
exposures

Immune profiles change over the life course according to life history strategies - example:

● A large pool of naive helper T cells are investment preparing for a long future with diverse 
exposures

● naive T cells decline with age after lifetime of exposures and decline in future investment



How immune profiles and their ontogeny vary across human populations is understudied, particularly 
humans with lifestyles likely similar to ancient humans.

Researchers undertook a comprehensive analysis of immune profile ontogeny in the Tsimane of 
Bolivia and compare values to US National Health and Nutrition Survey (NHANES)
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Methods:

● QBC to calculate blood differentials (total leukocytes, 
lymphocytes vs monocytes, platelets)

● Relative leukocyte subsets using microscopy: manual 
counts of blood smears

● T cell subtypes using flow cytometry

● Immunoglobulins and CRP using ELISA  



Blackwell et al 2016 - immune function in Tsimane forager horticulturalists

The Tsimane experience higher pathogen load, particularly GI parasites

Visibly shapes immune profile relative to NHANES (fig 5):

● Can see this is in their higher levels of immunoglobulins, esp. IgE
● Higher levels of immune activity starting at a young age - high CRP, IgM, and neutrophils 

consistent across lifespan
● Low monocytes - likely because activated monocytes (dendritic cells and macrophages) 

situated locally in tissues…
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● High energetic investment in immune activity potentially compromises investment into… ?



Blackwell et al 2016 - immune function in Tsimane forager horticulturalists

Health implications

● High energetic investment in immune activity potentially compromises investment into… ?

● Inflammation major risk factor of cardiovascular disease (CVD), particularly atherosclerosis

○ But Tsimane have low CVD. What are some potential reasons why…?





QBC: Quantitative Buffy Coat analysis

What: Counts blood cell types (many of which related to immune response) and their percentages.

How: By centrifuging (spinning) a tube of blood to separate its cell types into different layers, 
according to their density.

Why: An aerial view of health. Status & risk of anemias, infection, & non-infectious conditions. Often 
a first pass done to see if more specific tests are needed.



QBC STAR: output measurements

Hematocrit (% RBC)

Hemoglobin (oxygen carrying protein on RBC)

Mean corpuscular hemoglobin count (MCHC)

WBC count (all) 

Granulocyte count

Granulocyte %

Lymphocyte/Monocyte count

Lymphocyte/Monocyte %

Platelet count



Aside: a reminder of “monocytes” and “lymphocytes”
Names based on common progenitors, aka primitive cells within the body that then differentiate into closely related cells.

(Dendritic Cell)
Roles: phagocytosis and antigen presentation
Both macrophages & dendritic cells present antigen 

to T helper cells

Trigger customized immune responses to pathogen type
All differentiated lymphocytes have some memory for antigens. 
B and T cells long lived with long-term memory, NK cells active 

in innate immune response with short memory.



QBC method of measurement
During high speed centrifugation, cell types divide by their density.

● Hematocrit (RBC), granulocyte, lymphocyte, monocyte, & platelet counts 

directly measured from width of cell layers.

● Hemoglobin measured from depth of float within red blood cells (directly 

related to density of RBC)

● MCHC - function of hematocrit and hemoglobin (Hgb/Hct *100)

*sidenote: “Plasma” is the liquid portion of blood with no cells but lots of proteins. Makes up ca. 55% of 

blood volume and is 95% H2O. “Serum” is plasma after the coagulant proteins are removed, e.g. fibrinogen.



QBC cont’d

https://www.woodleyequipment.com/docs/qbc_star_manual.pdf

https://www.woodleyequipment.com/docs/qbc_star_manual.pdf


QBC STAR: significance

Hematocrit (Hct)
● low levels ≈ anemia
● high levels ≈ dehydration, bone marrow disorder

Hemoglobin (Hgb)
● low levels ≈ anemia
● high levels ≈ lung or heart disease

Mean corpuscular hemoglobin count (MCHC,  Hgb/Hct *100)

● Helps differentiate anemia resulting from low production 
(Hct) vs. low function (Hgb) of red blood cells

WBC count - 
● low levels ≈ greater risk of infection
● high levels ≈ current infection

Granulocyte count & %
● low ≈ anemia, leukemia
● high ≈ infection, blood cell cancer, autoimmunity

Lymphocyte/Monocyte count & %
● low ≈ low lympho/high mono ≈ autoimmunity, 

certain infections like HIV
● high ≈ high lympho/low mono ≈ acute viral 

infections

Platelet count
● low ≈ immune thrombocytopenia ≈ easy bruising & 

heavy bleeding
● high ≈ acute infection, certain anemias ≈ easy 

blood clotting

More info see: https://bit.ly/3squks4





Appendix figures…







Influential cytokines in 
immune cell differentiation





Influential cytokines in 
CD4+ T cell differentiation









Role NFkB in inflammation
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Alternative 
Complement 
Pathways


